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             I.  Performance Evaluation

TRANSLATION
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Overview
Performance Test Results CONFIDENTIA

L

TRANSLATION

Touch Response Speed Test Results 
Out of a total of 19 items, 2 items including message folder access time are of an equal or better level compared to 
the comparison samples while the remaining 17 items, including the Dialer, Camera and Gallery access are 
inferior and, thus, require improvements

Although 22 items out of a total of 28 items are equivalent or higher than the comparison samples (i-Phone 
3GS / E 100), 6 items, including MMS and Email transmission time, etc., appear to be inferior 

Main Performance Issues Main Touch Response Speed Issues

Test Result Test ResultClassification Classification

      MMS 
Transmission

     E-mail 
Transmission

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior

Inferior

Access Speed

Access Speed

Access Speed

Using the 3G, 4G and Wi-Fi networks currently used in Washington D.C., verify in the same way as the actual North American User environment.
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Performance Comparison Test Results (Total 28 items) 

TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL

Out of a total of 28 items, other than Call Sending ~ Ring back tone time, 22 items are superior compared to the comparison 
samples 
6 items including MMS transmission time, E-mail transmission time, etc. appear to be inferior 

[Test results are averages of 5 rounds, Equivalent Standard ± 0.1 sec]

Equivalent (+0.64 sec) 

Superior (-4.96sec)

Equivalent (0 wps) 8 wps 
Text input speed 

8 wps Key input speed
(Text count per second)

Call Sending ~ Ring back tone time

After Power on SVC acquisition time (3G)

 Test Results    Victory   i-Phone
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TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL

Connection time
Equivalent (+1.56 sec)

Equivalent (-1.84 sec)

Transmission time 
(700KB)

Equivalent (+0.98 sec)

Equivalent (+0.44 sec)

Download time (70MB)

Equivalent (0 sec) 5 minutes 5 minutes

Superior (-7.83 sec)

Inferior (+47.58 sec)

Selection - Play start 

Streaming Time

(5 minute video)

Selection - Play start 

Upload time (2MB)

Test Results

2.3 (The transmission 
method to the PC is 
different resulting in 
speed differences)
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Test Results

Connection time Superior (-1.84 sec)

Equivalent (+0.05 sec)

Superior (-0.05 sec)

Superior (-0.55 sec)

Superior (-6.92 sec)

Equivalent (0 sec)

Connection time

Download time (2MB)

Selection - Play start 

Streaming Time

(5 minute video)

CONFIDENTIAL

Inferior (+35.93 sec)Transmission time (600KB)

Upload time (2MB) Equivalent (0 sec)

TRANSLATION
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CONFIDENTIAL

TRANSLATION

Test Results

Inferior (+10.88 sec)

Transmission time (100KB)

Inferior (+4.51 sec)

Inferior (+2.24 sec)

Inferior (+2.31 sec)

Superior (-1.18 sec)

Superior (-0.84 sec)

Equivalent (-0.05 sec)

Equivalent (0 sec)

Superior (-0.19 sec)Upload time (2MB)

Selection - Play start 

Streaming Time

(5 minute video)

Re-Connected Time

Connection time

Connection time
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Administrator
Text Box
TSP Response Speed Test Result 

Administrator
Text Box
TRANSLATION

Administrator
Text Box
CONFIDENTIAL

Administrator
Text Box
TSP Response Speed Test Results (Total 19 items)

Administrator
Text Box
Although out of a total of 19 items, 2 items, such as accessing the compose message box, etc., are superior compared to the comparison samples, 17 items, such as 1st depth entry speed (Dialer), 2nd~3rd depth entry speed (Camera), etc., are inferior and therefore need improvement 

Administrator
Text Box
Test Results

Administrator
Text Box
Classification

Administrator
Text Box
Inferior (+1.36 sec)

Administrator
Text Box
Inferior (+0.42 sec)

Administrator
Text Box
Inferior (+1.27 sec)

Administrator
Text Box
Inferior (+1.71 sec)

Administrator
Text Box
Inferior (+1.17 sec)

Administrator
Text Box
Inferior (+5.8 sec)

Administrator
Text Box
depth entry speed

Administrator
Text Box
Menu Entry

Administrator
Text Box
depth entry speed

Administrator
Text Box
depth entry speed

Administrator
Text Box
depth entry speed

Administrator
Text Box
depth entry speed

Administrator
Text Box
depth entry speed

Administrator
Text Box
(Contacts, 5000 entries) 

Administrator
Text Box
(Gallery)



Classification Test Results

Inferior (+0.35 sec)

Inferior (+0.56 sec)

Inferior (+0.55 sec)

Inferior (+0.28 sec)

Inferior (+0.34 sec)

Inferior (+0.49 sec)

Message Composition Screen

Phonebook Composition  Screen

Menu 
Entry

Sub 
Menu 

Received Message list -  
Select One 

TRANSLATION

(Music, 5 times)
depth entry speed

depth entry speed

depth entry speed
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Classification Test Results

Sub 
Menu 

Inferior (+1.612 sec)

Inferior (+1.172 sec)

Inferior (+0.750 sec)

Inferior (+0.275 sec)

Inferior (+0.407 sec)

Superior (-2.477 sec)

Superior (-2.023 sec)

Go to previous picture

Call log - Select one from the list 
to enter

Call log - Compose Message 

Select one from Phonebook -  
Compose Message (5000 messages)

Select one from Phonebook -  
Delete (4000 messages)

Select one from Phonebook -  
Delete (5000 messages)

TRANSLATION

Go to next picture
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TRANSLATION

Browser Site-Specific Connection Speed

Inferior 

Inferior 

Inferior 

Superior

Superior

Superior

Comparison not possible (Cannot Connect) 

(Comparing with M100) 

Browser Site-Specific Connection Speed

Classification

10 sites

2 sites

8 sites

10 sites10 sites

10 sites
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Browser Site- Specific Connection Speed (10 U.S. Sites)

TRANSLATION

[Test results are an average of 5 rounds]
CONFIDENTIAL

Results Results Results

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Superior

Inferior 

Inferior 

Inferior 

Inferior 

Inferior 

Inferior 

Inferior 

Superior

Superior

Superior
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Usage Time
TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL

Continuous 
Usage time

Field Test Results (DE15)

H/W Verification Group Test Results (DE10) 

172 minutes

175 minutes

Field Test Results

247 minutes

345 minutes

252 minutes

389 minutes4.3 Hours

17.4 Hours
Inferior 

Inferior 

Perceived Usage 
Time

Test 
Results

H/W Verification Group Test Results

Perceived Usage Time D700 : 17.4 Hours (Standard : 28 Hours)

Continuous Usage Time D700 : 4.3 Hours (Standard : 7.6 Hours) 

Attached 
File

Attached 
File

Inferior 

Inferior 

ClassificationTest Results

(-10.6 Hours)

(-3.3 Hours)

Perceived Usage Time D700 : 172 Minutes, i-Phone : 247 Minutes, M900 : 252 Minutes

Continuous Usage Time D700 : 175 Minutes, i-Phone : 345 Minutes, M900 : 389 Minutes
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   II. Main Contents of Usability Evaluation

TRANSLATION
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Background

Overview
CONFIDENTIAL

TRANSLATION

Conduct a Usability Comparison Evaluation for the Sprint-bound Android model, Victory (SPH-D700), and Apple's iPhone 3GS 
model in order to increase the perceived quality by improving at the early stages of development 

Evaluation Overview

Subjects : Victory (Samsung), iPhone 3GS (Apple)

Satisfaction Evaluation Group Details

Evaluation Group : Total 30 persons (Internet Smartphone Club Power User: Buzz Marketing Recruit Collaboration)

Duration :  '10. 5. 10 ~ 5. 12 (for 3 days, Satisfaction Evaluation) 

Age

Gender

Models 
Used

Classification

Product 
Image

Male Female

20s 30s10s

Other
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TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIALEvaluation Method

Items Items

Evaluation Factors : 11 Tasks 
... 

Effectiveness Quantitative 
Evaluation : Per Scene, relocate 
within the UX LAB, then perform 
the Task

Basic Items

Satisfaction Quantitative Evaluation 
: Once a Task has been performed, evaluate  
  satisfaction on each of the evaluation factors  
  on the basis of 7 Point Scale

Satisfaction 
Survey 

per Task

Perceived 
Satisfaction 
Interview

Qualitative Evaluation 
: After evaluating the preceding two steps,  
  derive inconvenience items through interviews

Evaluation Factors 
   • An open discussion regarding issues during Task  
     performances and improvement request items

Evaluation Factors : 8 factors 88 items 
   • UI    : Consistency, Efficiency, Accessibility,  
     Intuitiveness, Feedback 
   • GUI  : Visibility, Aesthetics, Legibility

Evaluation 
of 

Results 

• Unlocking, Editing Standby 
Screen, 
• Changing Ring Tone, Making  
   Calls, 
• Storing and Searching Phone 
Numbers, 
• Composing Messages, Adding  
   Events, 
• Setting Alarms, Browser Usage  
• Music File Playback, 
• Shooting Photos/Videos
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Evaluation Comments
TRANSLATION

Appears that our company's Victory is inferior to Apple's iPhone in both operation success rate (-15.6%) and 
satisfaction rate (-7.6 pts) 

Our Company Model Issues
Average Operation 

Success Rate

Satisfaction Survey Average

Evaluation 
Factors Detailed Contents

CONFIDENTIAL

Appears that improvements are needed in a total of 88 items, including: lack of visibility because you can't view the screen at once 
when making Address book or Calendar entries; inefficient UI design because when taking a call you have to long press the call icon; 
and insufficient feedback when message sending is complete 

Intuitiveness

Accessibility

Feedback

Readability

Aesthetics

Visibility

Consistency

Efficiency

Cannot recognize the existence of the Task manager bar

Moving icons between pages is difficult, lengthening the performance time

Difficult to tell whether message transfers are successful or failed

The font size of "am, pm" for the selected alarm is too small making it 
difficult to read

When adding contacts and events, the input items cannot be viewed on 
one screen 

The screen cannot give a clean feeling due to the blank space at the top 
of the screen that is there when opening an application 

When searching contacts, the alphabet index that is marked in vertical 
mode is not shown in the landscape mode 

It is inefficient to accept calls by long pressing 

points
points
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Task Scenario Performance Success Rate Analysis Results CONFIDENTIAL

TRANSLATION

It appears that the Victory's operation success rate is on average, 15.7% lower than the iPhone 

It appears that among all the tasks, the Menu screen's success rate is the lowest and when compared to the iPhone, the operation 
success rate of the Ring Tone is the most inferior 

Analysis shows that this is due to the inability to immediately recognize the option key as it is hidden when performing the task of 
the Menu screen, and it is analyzed to have low success rate as there are too many Ring Tone change items compared to the iPhone 
when performing the Ring tone task, and the screen configuration is complex

Evaluation Results Per Task
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Overall Satisfaction Analysis Results

TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL

Satisfaction Level Evaluation 
Results

In terms of the satisfaction level, the Victory (average of 80.5 points) is slightly inferior to the iPhone (average of 87.2 points), by 
about 6.7 points on average
The Victory had an inferior satisfaction rate across all 8 items but the biggest differences were in the efficiency, feedback and 
accessibility aspects.  Analysis shows that this is due to the unnecessary long press operation when accepting phone calls, the 
lack of feedback when sending a message, and the difficulty of moving icons between pages

points

points
points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

points

[Max = 100 points]

Consistency Efficiency Visibility Aesthetics Feedback Accessibility Intuitiveness Readability
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                            III. Main UX Usability Issues

TRANSLATION
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CONFIDENTIAL

Issues  Classification Satisfaction          Operation  
       Success Rate

On the Power Control Widget, while some have descriptive labels others do not
Victory: Difficult to understand the meaning because some buttons lack labels

iPhone : Does not support the Widget function

Although the Wi-Fi, Bluetooth 
buttons in the Power Control 
Widget display small labels at 
the bottom (even these labels, 
being small and located at the 
bottom, will be overlooked), 
other buttons (GPS, 
synchronization, backlight 
brightening) do not display 
labels, making it difficult to 
figure out the meaning

Does not support the 
Widget function

Direction of 
Improvement

Add a noticeable label on the top side of all buttons

   B 
Class

75 pts

78 pts
1. Consistency _ Widgets

TRANSLATION
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2. Consistency_ Contacts 
 Issues Classification  Satisfaction         Operation  

      Success Rate

Does not provide 
Index 

Direction of 
Improvement

The alphabet index disappears after the Contacts screen changes from the portrait to the landscape mode

Victory: The alphabet index, which appears on the left on Portrait mode, disappears in landscape mode 

iPhone : Does not provide alphabet index

Lacking consistency because the 
alphabet index, which appears 
on the left on Portrait mode, 
disappears in landscape mode 

Modify so that there is consistency as to the alphabet index appearing on the left of the screen when the mode 
changes from portrait to landscape

TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL 
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3. Consistency _ Micro SD card
TRANSLATION

[Sensory Satisfaction Interview Results]

The left/right engraving for the Micro SD card slot's insertion direction is reversed CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The left/right engraving for SD card slot's insertion direction on the backside is reversed

iPhone : No SD card slot

The left/right engraving for 
the Micro SD card slot's 
insertion direction is reversed None

Direction of 
Improvement

Correct the engraving that marks the insertion direction
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4.  Consistency _ Dialer [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation] 

Direction of 
Improvement

There is no DTMF Tone during Dial input

iPhone : There is a DTMF Tone during Dial input

Victory: There is a water drop sound during Dial input

There is no sound effect for 
outgoing call because of the 
water drop sound when 
entering the number on the 
dialer 

Causes an outgoing Call when 
entering a number with the 
Dialer because the DTMF 
TONE occurs  

Modify the design of the screen when sending a message 
(iPhone : Does not have a special screen when sending a message) 

TRANSLATION 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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5.  Efficiency _ Screen Lock 
It happens when user fails to unlock at one go using one hand when unlocking (screen) lock

Victory: On many occasions, user is unable to unlock (the screen) while holding the device in one hand and touching (it) with 
thumb
iPhone : Can unlock easily at one go by sliding a fixed distance 

Can easily unlock at one go 
through sliding a fixed 
distance  

When holding the device with 
one hand and unlocking with 
thumb, (user) needs to do it 
multiple times because the 
precise touch distance does not 
display 

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify default unlocking method so as to allow easy unlocking with one motion, by making the touch distance 
clear such as with sliding or moving a puzzle (piece).

TRANSLATION  Issues  Classification Degree of 
Satisfaction 

         Operation  
      Success Rate

   A 
Class 

73 pts 

95 pts

CONFIDENTIAL 
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6.  Efficiency _ Screen Lock 
 Issues

   A 
Class

 Classification  Satisfaction           Operation  
        Success Rate 

73 pts  
95 pts  

Efficient because the Home 
key, as well as the Hold key, 
can be pressed to go to the 
unlock screen 

Direction of 
Improvement

Inconvenient because the H/W 
key needs to be pressed every 
time the screen is off to go to 
the unlock screen 

Only able to see the unlock screen by pressing the hold key when the screen is off
Victory: Inefficient because the unlock screen only gets turned on by pressing the small H/W key every time

iPhone ; The lock screen appears when the Home key, as well as the H/W Hold key, is pressed

Modify to make the move to the unlock screen convenient whenever the screen turns off by having the unlock 
screen appear when the Home key, as well as the Hold key, is pressed and held

TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL 
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   A 
Class

72 pts

90 pts

CONFIDENTIAL

Issues Classification Satisfaction          Operation  
       Success Rate

7. Efficiency _ Browsing
Does not provide a folder function in Add to Favorites
Victory: Inconvenient because it is not possible to organize by folders when Adding to Favorites

iPhone : Provides a folder function in Add to Favorites

Does not provide a folder 
function when registering a 
website to Favorites

By providing a folder 
function when registering 
Favorites, convenient to 
organize by categories

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to add the folder function to the website Favorites

TRANSLATION
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 Issues  Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   A 
Class

72 pts

90 pts
8. Efficiency _ Browsing

TRANSLATION

An interfering element because the higher level Task Manager gets touched during Browser use CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Accidental touching of the Task Manager occurs frequently during Browser use

iPhone : Does not provide a Task Manager function

It is inconvenient when the 
top of the screen is touched 
to the address and the Task 
Manager part is touched 
unintentionally and 
obscures the screen

Does not support a Task 
Manager function

Direction of  
Improvement Make it possible to place a hold on the Task Manager during Browser use
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9.  Efficiency _ Dialer 
The method of taking incoming calls by long holding is inefficient
Victory: Inefficient because of the need to press and hold the Accept button when receiving an incoming call

iPhone : Able to accept an incoming call with one touch

Direction of 
Improvement 

Modify for a more efficient call answering operation by changing the call accept method to a simple touch

Able to quickly accept an 
incoming call by simply 
touching the response button  

Most users try to accept the 
call by a shorter touch. 
Inefficient because the user 
must hold the Accept for about 
1.3 seconds in order to accept 
an incoming call. 

CONFIDENTIAL 

IssuesTRANSLATION Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

81 pts 

94 pts  

A 
Class 
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 Issues  Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   A 
Class

73 pts

95 pts
10. Efficiency _ SMS

TRANSLATION

The Touch Keypad does not support an Enter key CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The Touch Keypad does not support an Enter key

iPhone : The Keypad supports an Enter key

The Touch Keypad does not 
support an Enter key

The Touch Keypad supports 
an Enter key

Direction of 
Improvement Modify to support the Enter key on the Touch Keypad as well as on the H/W Keypad
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Issues  Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   A 
Class

79 pts

90 pts
11. Efficiency _ Alarm

TRANSLATION

Inefficient because the order of alarm list is in the order of setup and not in time order   CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Inefficient because the order of alarm list is in order of setup and not in time order

iPhone : Efficient because the order of alarm list is arranged in time order

As the alarm list is arranged in 
the order of setup and not in 
the order of time, it cannot be 
taken in at a glance and is 
inefficient, causing such 
incidents such as setting 
duplicative alarms, etc.

As the alarm list is arranged in 
the order alarm time, it is easy 
to take in at a glance and 
efficient setting is possible 
when adding or editing a 
schedule

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to make efficient setting possible when adding or editing alarm by having the alarm list arranged in 
alarm time order and not in the order of setup time
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12. Efficiency _ Browser
TRANSLATION  Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   A 
Class

72 pts

90 pts

As Multi-touch is not supported, inconvenient when zooming in/out CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Inefficient because zoom in/out must be done through double touch and +/- and not with Multi-touch

iPhone : As Multi-touch is possible, it is possible to zoom in/out any desired amount at any desired location

Precise zoom in/out is 
difficult, because Multi-touch 
is not supported, and zoom in/
out must be through double 
touch and +/-

Convenient as zoom in/out is 
possible for any desired 
amount at any desired 
location, because Multi-touch 
is supported during internet 
use

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to enable accurate zoom in and out at any desired location to the desired amount, by supporting multi-
touch during Internet use
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13. Efficiency _ Music player
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   B 
Class

74 pts

82 pts

Difficult to use the scrubbing function while the mp3 is playing
Victory: Does not support a detailed scrubbing function while the mp3 is playing

iPhone : Convenient because a detailed scrubbing is possible while the mp3 is playing

CONFIDENTIAL

When the file is playing, 
detailed control of 
scrubbing is not possible

When a music file or a 
language file is playing, 
because high speed, 1/2, 1/4, 
and precision scrubbing are 
possible, it is convenient for 
sectional exploration

Direction of 
Improvement

Improve to be able to explore precisely while playing a file, by being able to set scrubbing for 1, 2, 3-
second units as the user wants
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14. Efficiency _ Menu Screen
TRANSLATION Issues

The idle screen page is limited to 3 pages CONFIDENTIAL

Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

80 pts

85 pts

Victory: As the idle screen page is limited to 3 pages, screen utilization is inconvenient

iPhone : The menu screen page can be deleted or added without limitation through editing

Due to the idle screen page 
being limited to 3 pages and 
editing not being possible, 
unable to add to or delete 
from the 3 pages

The idle screen page can be 
added or deleted through 
editing, and the number of 
pages can be extended 
without limitation

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to make it possible to add or delete page by making it possible to edit idle screen page and support at 
least 5 pages or more
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80 pts

88 pts

   B 
Class

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

15. Efficiency _ SMS
When a typo occurs while composing a message, it is inconvenient to move the cursor CONFIDENTIAL

TRANSLATION

Victory: It is inconvenient to move the cursor with a simple touch the cursor to revise when a typo occurs

iPhone : Convenient to move the cursor because a magnifier function is provided

When a typo occurs while 
composing a message, it is 
inconvenient to move the 
cursor by using touch

Moving cursor is very 
convenient because a 
magnifier function is 
provided

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to make moving to the desired location possible through a magnifier function or by dragging when 
moving the cursor with touch while composing a message
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16. Efficiency _ Music Player
TRANSLATION

Not able to put multiple songs in the play list at once but need to put in one at a time CONFIDENTIAL

 Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

74 pts

82 pts

Victory: Inefficient because not able to put multiple songs into the play list but only put in one at a time

iPhone : Convenient because able to add multiple songs to the play list at once 

Inefficient because required 
to click and go into each 
song to be put into the play 
list, and put in one song at a 
time

Convenient due to the ability 
to add multiple songs to the 
play list at once

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to support the function that allows the addition of multiple songs to the play list at once
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

74 pts

82 pts
17. Efficiency _ Music Player

TRANSLATION

Not possible to end music from the Task Manager itself at the top of the idle screen CONFIDENTIA
L

Victory: Inefficient because of the need to enter the music player from the Task manager to be able to end music

iPhone : On the idle screen, ending the music by double click of the Home key is possible immediately

When ending music on the 
idle screen while the music is 
playing, it is inefficient 
because able to end after re-
entering the music player 
from the Task manager

While the music is playing, it 
is possible to end the music 
immediately by double 
clicking the Home key on the 
idle screen

Modify to be able to end the music immediately without going into the Music player from the Task manager Direction of 
Improvement
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

74 pts

82 pts
18. Efficiency _ Music Player

Music volume control is only possible with the H/W volume control key and not possible on the screen CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Music volume control is not possible on the screen and only possible with the H/W volume key

iPhone : Music volume control is possible both on the screen and with the H/W volume key

The music play screen 
displays the music progress 
time at the top and displays 
the volume at the bottom, and 
detailed volume control is 
possible

The music play screen only 
displays the music progress 
time at the bottom and 
volume control is not 
possible on the screen

Direction of 
Improvement

Support the function to allow music volume control on the Music Player screen with touch

TRANSLATION
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There are unnecessary week order displays on the Calendar
Victory: The week order is displayed at the Calendar's left

iPhone : The Calendar displays the date Compactly

The Calendar only displays 
the dates

Providing the week order 
displays in the Calendar 
Month state can cause users 
confusion

Direction of 
Improvement

19. Efficiency _ Calendar
TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL

   C 
Class

80 pts

88 pts

 Issues  Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

Modify to enable Off mode the week number display when unnecessary by making the week number 
display, which causes confusion to the user, optional
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80 pts

88 pts

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   C 
Class20. Efficiency _ Calendar

TRANSLATION

When adding an event per Day, time can only be set in 1 hour units CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When adding an event by Day, the time can be set in 1 hour units but not by dragging

iPhone : Does not support the function (time designation is possible by dragging in an application called Sai Suke)

Inefficient because when 
adding an event per Day, the 
time setting cannot be done 
by drag but in 1 hour units

Able to set time by drag on 
the Sai Suke application

Direction of 
Improvement Modify to enable time setting by dragging when adding an event per Day
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21.  Efficiency _ Contacts  

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to support a function to search direct name input in the Contacts

Victory: There is no name search function

iPhone : There is no name input search function

Not able to search for a phone number by directly entering a name in the Contacts

A search in alphabetical 
order at the right as well as a 
search of the Contacts by 
direct name input in the 
search window at the top are 
possible

Only a search in alphabetical 
order at the right is possible 
and does not have a function 
to search by direct name input

CONFIDENTIAL 

TRANSLATION ClassificationIssues Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate 

D 
Class  

84 pts 

89 pts 
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22. Efficiency _ Camera
TRANSLATION

Maintains the same landscape mode display even when shooting in the portrait mode CONFIDENTIAL

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

Victory: Only provides a UI optimized for the landscape mode

iPhone : Provides a UI optimized for shooting in either the portrait mode or the landscape mode

Direction of 
Improvement

Convenient because it 
shows icons and texts 
suitable to each direction 
in the portrait and 
landscape modes

Inconvenient because it only 
shows a screen optimized for 
the landscape mode when 
shooting in the portrait mode 

Improve to show an optimized screen even when shooting in the portrait mode 
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[Sensory Satisfaction Interview Results]23. Efficiency _ Alarm
TRANSLATION

Does not support an alarm function after a fixed period of time - 1, 10 minutes, etc. - from the present

Victory: Does not support a function for alarm set a fixed period of time - 1, 10 minutes, etc. - from the present

iPhone : By supporting a timer function, able to set an alarm after a fixed period of time from the present

CONFIDENTIAL

Other than setting the time 
directly, does not support an 
alarm function after a fixed 
period of time, such as 1, 10 
minutes, etc., from the present

By supporting a timer 
function, alarm setting after a 
fixed period of time after the 
present is possible

Direction of 
Improvement

Promote the convenience of users by adding an alarm function after a fixed period of time, such as 1, 10 minutes, 
etc., from the present
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[Sensory Satisfaction Interview Results]24. Efficiency _ Alarm
TRANSLATION

Even if an alarm is canceled while being added, an 8:00am alarm is automatically added CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Even if an alarm is canceled while being added, an 8:00am alarm is automatically added

iPhone : When an alarm is canceled while being added, an alarm does not get added

Even when canceling and 
exiting without saving while 
adding a new alarm, 8:00am 
appears as set by default

When canceling while adding 
an alarm, an alarm does not 
get added

Direction of 
Improvement Modify so that an alarm does not to get set-up when canceled while adding the alarm
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25.  Efficiency _ Dialer 
An outgoing Call cannot be made with One Touch on the Call History list
Victory: An outgoing Call cannot be made with a Touch of the sent or received number on the Call History list

iPhone : Makes an outgoing Call with a Touch of the sent or received number on the Call History list

Convenient because an 
outgoing Call can be made 
when Touch is made on the 
Call History list 

An outgoing Call cannot be 
made by Touch on the number 
from the Call History list; one 
must re-enter the Detail 
Contacts and Touch Call once 
more to be able to send a call

Direction of 
Improvement Modify so that a call is attempted with One touch of the sent/received number on the Call History list

TRANSLATION 

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation] 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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 [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]26. Efficiency _ Messaging
TRANSLATION

When running Attach > Take 
picture while composing a 
Message, the speed to 
preview after shooting is 
more than two times slower 
than the iphone

When shooting photos with Attach file when composing a Message, preview entry is slow CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When photographing with Attach file while composing a Message, preview entry is slow

iPhone : When attaching a photo while composing a Message, preview entry is fast

As preview entry is fast even 
when shooting to attach a 
photo while composing a 
Message, the users are not 
inconvenienced

Direction of 
Improvement Improve SW in each of the Focus adjustment, Capture, and screen switching parts
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27. Efficiency _ Wallpaper  [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Not possible to move between the Live Wallpaper preview items CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Not able to move to other items when one item has been expanded on Live wallpaper

iPhone : Does not support a Live wallpaper

Cumbersome because to 
check each item for setting 
the Live wallpaper, need to 
repeat menu entry/return

Does not support a Live 
wallpaper function

Direction of 
Improvement Modify to make it possible to move left/right between Items through the icons
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28. Efficiency _ Music Widget  [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

While moving to the next 
song is possible while playing 
the Play list, it is not possible 
to go back to the previous 
song

Does not support a Play 
Widget function

Does not support an option to go back to the previous song during Play
Victory: Does not support an option to go back to the previous song during Play

iPhone : Does not support the Music Widget

CONFIDENTIAL

Direction of 
Improvement

Support an icon to make music switching in both directions possible
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   A 
Class

72 pts

86 pts
29. Visibility _ Ring Tone

TRANSLATION

The Ring Tone setting menu display screen is complex because too many items are displayed 

Victory: It is complex because the Ring Tone change items and Display change items are all together

iPhone : It is not complex because only the Ring Tone change items are separately displayed

CONFIDENTIAL

As the Sound and Display 
setting items are displayed 
together, a long scroll 
motion is necessary for the 
numerous sub menus, and 
appears complicated

Appears neat because only 
the Ring Tone related items 
are displayed

Direction of 
Improvement Modify to display by dividing into 2 screens the Ring Tone related items and the Display related items
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30. Visibility _ SMS
TRANSLATION

Difficult to distinguish clearly because of the jumbled arrangement of the numbers and the special 
characters

CONFIDENTIAL

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

76 pts

83 pts

Victory: Due to the jumbled arrangement of the numbers and special characters, it is difficult to distinguish and the visibility declines

iPhone : Due to an arrangement that separates the numbers and special characters, it is easy to see and visibility is good

Due to the arrangement of the 
numbers in the middle and the 
haphazard arrangement of the 
special characters on both 
sides, it is difficult to 
distinguish at a glance

Due to the numbers being 
arranged in the top line and 
the special characters being 
arranged below it, it is easily 
distinguishable at a glance

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to arrange the numbers and special characters to be able to easily take in at a glance and to arrange 
separately the frequently used special characters and the infrequently used special characters 
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   C 
Class

80 pts

89 pts

On the Add Event screen, the items cannot all be shown on one screen

31. Visibility _ Calendar
TRANSLATION

CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: On the Add Event screen, the items cannot all be shown on the screen but need to be scrolled

iPhone : On the Add Event screen, the items can be all shown on one screen

On the Add Event screen, the 
items are too diverse and 
large to be shown on one 
screen and need to be scrolled

On the Add Event screen, all 
items are shown on one 
screen

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to simplify the items simple and reduce their size to be able to show all items on one screen
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The Calendar's month separation is unclear

32. Visibility _ Calendar
CONFIDENTIAL

TRANSLATION

Victory: On the Calendar screen the month separation is unclear

iPhone : On the Calendar screen, able to distinguish the month separation by color

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   C 
Class

80 pts

89 pts

User is not able to recognize 
the previous month and the 
current month's dates by 
color distinction

The user is able to recognize 
the previous month and the 
current month's dates by color 
distinction

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to be able to recognize the month separation
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   C 
Class

80 pts

89 pts
33. Visibility _ Calendar

TRANSLATION

Everything appears green without any color distinction by event CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Difficult to distinguish events because all are displayed in green without any color distinction by event

iPhone : Same as our company

Difficult to distinguish events 
because all are displayed in 
green without any color 
distinction by event, and 
difficult to distinguish 
according to the priority level 
of the event

Same as our company

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to make it easy to distinguish at a glance by designating colors by the priority level of the events 
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82 pts

88 pts

   C 
Class

Issues  Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

34. Visibility _ Browsing
TRANSLATION

As the web page connection loading bar is too small, it is not very noticeable CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: As the web page connection loading bar is displayed small at the top, it is not very noticeable

iPhone : As the connection loading bar is displayed in the address search window, it is noticeable

As the web page connection 
loading bar is displayed too 
small at the top, it is difficult 
to recognize the extent of 
connection progress at a 
glance

As the web page connection 
loading bar is displayed in a 
noticeable color in the address 
search window, able to easily 
recognize the degree of 
connection progress at a 
glance

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to make possible the recognition of the loading speed at a glance by displaying the web page connection 
loading bar in the address search window
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35.  Visibility _ Contacts  

Direction of 
Improvement

When adding contacts, the input items are too large to be viewed on one screen

When adding contacts, optimize the size of the items to fit the size of the screen to be able to see the input items 
at a glance

Inconvenient because the size of 
the input items is too large to be 
taken in at a glance and requires 
a lot of scrolling 

Convenient because all the input 
items can be viewed at a glance 
and does not require scrolling 

iPhone : When adding contacts, all the input items can be viewed on one screen

Victory: When adding contacts, the size of the input items are too large to be taken in at a glance

TRANSLATION 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   D 
Class 87 pts

83 pts
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

36. Visibility _ Music Player
TRANSLATION

As the music menu icon color is similar to the background color and dark, it is not easily noticeable CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: As the music menu icon's color is dark, it is not very noticeable and difficult to recognize as the music menu

iPhone : The music menu icon -- the iPod -- is noticeable in orange and easy to know as the music menu

As the music menu icon's 
color is dark, it is not very 
noticeable, and it is difficult 
to recognize immediately by 
looking at the icon shape that 
it is a music menu

As the color of the music menu 
icon -- the iPod -- is orange, it is 
noticeable, and it is only by 
looking at the icon[sic]

Direction of 
Improvement

Change the color of the music menu icon to a slightly brighter color and change the shape of the icon to an icon 
that easily evokes music like a CD shape
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

As the waste basket icon has the same color as the existing menu, it is not very noticeable CONFIDENTIAL

37. Visibility _ Menu Screen

iPhone : When deleting icons, delete by clicking on the    of the corresponding icon

Victory: As the waste basket icon is in achromatic color, the same as the existing menu color, it is not very noticeable

As the waste basket icon that 
appears in the idle screen's 
icon editing mode is in an 
achromatic color and in the 
same color as the menu that 
was placed in the same 
location before the editing 
mode, the waste basket icon 
is not very noticeable

icon's size is not large, 
but it is noticeable as it 
appears on all icons to be 
deleted

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to be able to immediately recognize visually that the waste basket has appeared by making the color of 
the waste basket icon different from the color of the menu before the idle screen's editing mode

TRANSLATION
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]38. Visibility _ Calculator

Although more than 9 digits 
can be entered, not all numbers 
entered is visible and the 
number of digits cannot be 
checked, so it is difficult to 
confirm how many have been 
entered

When entering Calculator numbers, the numbers entered are not all visible on the screen

Victory: The numbers entered are not all visible

iPhone : Only up to 9 digits can be entered and the keyboard can be taken in at a glance

CONFIDENTIAL

Possible to check number of 
digits every 3 digits, and the 
space between each number 
prevents and reduces typos 
and feels neat in appearance

Direction of 
Improvement

Make separate modification for the keyboard to be distinguishable like the iPhone, and modify to be able to see 
all entered numbers by reducing the Font when more than 9 digits are entered

TRANSLATION
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]39. Visibility _ Camera
TRANSLATION

When entering the Camera Preview, the UI is messy CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When entering the Camera Preview, it appears messy because there are many icons

iPhone : When entering the Camera Preview, only the icons needed for Capture are Displayed

When entering the Camera 
Preview, because the icons are 
out, when Capture is 
attempted, the grip is 
inconvenient and the UI 
appears messy

As the Camera Preview screen 
is simplified, it is neat and 
therefore looks good

Direction of 
Improvement

When entering the Camera Preview, modify to make icon hidden a Default and the icons visible upon Preview 
Touch
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]40. Visibility _ Messaging
TRANSLATION

The Message received or sent time's small Font makes it hard to see CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The Message received/ sent time's Font is small

iPhone : The Message received/ sent time's Font color and size look good

Direction of 
Improvement

Schedule modification to enlarge the Font of the sent/received date to iPhone's level

As the Message received or 
sent time is in a small Font 
below, it is hard to see

The color and the size of the 
Message received or sent time 
Fomt[sic] is adequate
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]41. Visibility _ Qwerty keypad
TRANSLATION

Hard to see the imprints of a portion of the Qwerty key keyboard CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The visibility declines due to the Qwerty key keyboard's imprint depth or color

iPhone : Does not support a Qwerty key keyboard

 - The Menu, Back, Search, 
Home key's imprint thickness 
is too thin to see at a glance 
  
 - The luminance declines 
because the silver and yellow 
colors are mixed on the Fn key

Does not support a 
Qwerty key keyboard

Direction of 
Improvement

 - Modify the thickness of imprint to bold 
 - Put the entire Fn key in a different color to make the separation clear
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42. Aesthetics _ Menu Screen
TRANSLATION

When switching application screen, an empty space is formed at the top, making it feel unkempt CONFIDENTIAL

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

78 pts

86 pts

iPhone : The menu screen is optimized and neat

Victory: Aesthetics declines because an empty space is formed at the top of the application screen

When the application is 
entered by dragging up lower 
bar, because the top part 
appears to partially overlap the 
idle screen, it is not neat

The menu screen is optimized 
and neat

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to configure a neat and optimized screen by having the lower bar to go up all the way to eliminate empty 
space when entering an application by dragging up the lower bar
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When setting the time in Add Alarm, the simple +,  - touch method is visually unattractive CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When setting the time, the simple +,  - touch method lacks aesthetics

iPhone : When setting the time, it has good visual effects by using drag to set the time

Issues

When setting time in Add 
Alarm, the simple +,  - touch 
method is so simplified that 
the aesthetics decline

When setting the time, it has 
good visual effects by using 
drag to set the time

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify to increase aesthetics by giving time setting method a visual effect same as time setting for an analog 
clock using drag rather than a simple +,  - touch method

   C 
Class

80 pts

83 pts

Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

TRANSLATION

43. Aesthetics _ Alarm
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]44. Music _ Aesthetics
TRANSLATION

Upon entering Music CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Upon entering Music, when an icon is selected on the black screen background, it is selected as a gray image

iPhone : Has aesthetic integrity because the overall color and text harmonize well

The screen background and text 
do not suit and, compared to 
the screen Size, the font is 
small, and selecting by tab at 
the top selects it in gray, 
making it appear dark overall

Gives a bright feeling with a 
white background and the screen 
background and text harmonize 
well

Direction of 
Improvement

Change the Music screen background to a light color like the iPhone to give it a bright image and have the font 
and color changed to suit the Size of the screen
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Direction of 
Improvement

45. Feedback _ SMS
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   A 
Class

75 pts

85 pts

Not possible to check if the transmission was successful after a message is sent CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Not able to check the success because there is no feedback after a message is sent

iPhone : Informs of message success with an appropriate feedback

As a feedback is not provided 
after message is sent, 
inconvenient because the user 
cannot check whether or not 
the message transmission 
succeeded

As there is a gauge that shows 
the message send status, the 
user is able to obtain an 
appropriate feedback

Ensure that the user is provided with an appropriate feedback about the progress and completion of 
message transmission
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

79 pts

86 pts
46. Feedback _ Ring Tone

TRANSLATION

Even when changed to the silent or manner mode, the text displays Ring Tone volume CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The text displays Ring Tone volume when changed to silent or manner mode with the volume button

iPhone : Changes to manner mode with a hard key

When changed to the silent or 
manner mode with the volume 
control button, the image is 
the silent, manner mode image 
but the label is displayed as 
Ring Tone Volume 

The silent mode is changed 
with the hard key and the 
silent mode is displayed with 
an image without text

Direction of 
Improvement Modify for the Ring Tone Volume text to change according to the image
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47. Feedback _ Contacts 

Provides clear feedback 
because the saved contact 
information comes out on the 
following screen immediately 
after saving a contact 

Direction of 
Improvement

Feedback is weak because the 
text 'contact saved' that appears 
immediately after saving a new 
contact is small and located in 
the lower part, and, as it 
immediately exits to the 
Contact list, inconvenient to 
check the saved contact

The text that appears after saving a contact is small at the bottom and immediately exits to the list

iPhone: Allows the saved contact to be first viewed on the following screen immediately after saving a contact

Victory: The feedback is weak because the text that appears after saving a contact is small and located at the lower part

Modify to provide accurate feedback by enlarging the text that appears after saving a contact and positioning it at 
the center

TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   C 
Class

82 pts

87 pts

CONFIDENTIAL
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48. Feedback _ Widgets
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   D 
Class

84 pts

85 pts

Direction of 
Improvement

The Power Control Widget's brightness adjustment feedback is not adequate
Victory: Even when adjusting step-by-step, it adheres to the same feedback as other turn on/off

iPhone :  Does not support the Widget function

CONFIDENTIAL

In the case of the illumination 
brightness control button, 
although it is adjusted by levels, 
it is only indicated by other 2 
kinds of buttons, Turn on/off  
  
It would be more efficient if a 
small progress bar can be 
displayed at the lower part of the 
button to display the current level 
of brightness

Does not support a Power 
Control Widget function

Display the current level of brightness by displaying a small progress bar (3-step) at the bottom part of the button
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49. Feedback _ Power Off [Sensory Satisfaction Interview Results]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

When powering off, inconvenient because it turns off immediately without notice CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When powering off, inconvenient because it turns off immediately without a confirming operation

iPhone :  Confirms with a slide operation as to whether or not to power off

Can be inconvenient because 
in case of misoperation it can 
be turned off unintentionally 
because the powering off 
operation is placed together 
with the manner mode and the 
airplane mode

Even when proceeding with 
the operation to turn off, it is 
set up to process the slide 
operation once again, 
lessening the possibility of 
faulty operation to power off 
happening

When powering off, change to turn off after selecting in a Y/N popup window
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50. Accessibility _ Browsing
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   A 
Class

80 pts

90 pts

Direction of 
Improvement

The function for moving page in the Browser is accomplished in 2nd depth
Victory: When the Menu key is pressed, provides the Option function to move to previous/next page

iPhone :  Provides the Option button to move to previous/next page within the Browser window

Provides an Option only 
when Menu key is 
pressed

Provides an Option to 
move pages at the bottom 
of the Browser window

CONFIDENTIAL

Need to show the Option function to move pages at the bottom of the screen
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51.  Accessibility _ Dialer  

Direction of 
Improvement

If only one screen is used and 
the frequently used functions 
are put inside the Dock, they 
can be used easily from any 
location

As the Call icon is not provided by default, the depth increases when it is deleted

iPhone : Easy to use from any location by adding the desired functions to the Dock

Victory: Inconvenient to use when the icon is deleted from the Home screen because the Dock is not provided

As the Dock, which allows users 
to see frequently used features 
from any location, is not 
provided, it is inconvenient 
when the Call icon is deleted 
from the home screen, as it 
requires multiple Depth to make 
a call

Provide users ease of use by offering the Dock at the bottom of the Home screen  

TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   A 
Class

84 pts 

97 pts  

CONFIDENTIAL 
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52. Accessibility _ Menu Screen
TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

73 pts

81 pts

Not able to find screen background setting menu
Victory: It is difficult to find the setting for changing the screen background as it is only possible on the idle screen's editing menu

iPhone : It is easy to find the screen background change menu, which is included as one of the items in Settings

CONFIDENTIAL

Most users look for the menu 
to change background in the 
Display setting menu

As the change menu of the 
background screen is placed 
separately as one of the items 
in the Settings, users can use it 
conveniently

Have background screen change menu added to Display items
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53. Accessibility _ Menu Screen
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   B 
Class

73 pts

81 pts

Direction of 
Improvement

Takes a long time to move the icon's page on the idle screen CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Need to drag the icon for a long time when moving the icon's page on the idle screen

iPhone : Even when the icon is dragged briefly, it is possible to move when moving the icon's page on the menu

When moving the icon's page, 
need to wait a while after 
dragging the icon to the edge of 
the right side to be able to 
move to the next page

When moving the icon on the 
menu, able to move to the 
next page after a relatively 
short time after dragging the 
icon to the edge of the right 
side or the left side 

When moving the icon's page, it is possible to move to the next page after a relatively long time after moving 
the icon by dragging to the edge of the right side or the left side
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54. Accessibility _ Music player
Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   C 
Class

77 pts

80 pts

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Unable to control the music in the locked state while the music is playing and must be unlocked CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Unable to control the music if in the locked state while the music is playing and must be unlocked 

iPhone : Music setting is possible by double clicking the home key even in the locked state while the music is playing

Inconvenient because while 
the music is playing, if it is in 
the locked state, it is not 
possible to control the music 
and only after unlocking the 
Music player can be accessed

While the music is playing, 
even if it is in the locked state, 
by double clicking the home 
key, it is possible to 
immediately set the music

Modify to be able to freely set the music even in the unlocked state if the music is playing
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55. Accessibility _ Menu Screen
TRANSLATION

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

Direction of 
Improvement

The page number is not shown on the background screen
Victory: There is no icon showing the page number on the background screen

CONFIDENTIAL

iPhone : Current location's page is shown on the background screen as it moves

Inconvenient because the 
current page is not knowable, 
as there are many Download 
APPs on the background 
screen

Informs current page 
according to the movement 
of the screen background

Schedule modification to add the page icon on the background screen
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56. Accessibility _ Sprint Music [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Upon exiting to the idle screen after playing the Sprint Music, unable to re-enter immediately CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Upon exiting to the idle screen after playing the Sprint Music, unable to re-enter immediately

iPhone : Does not support the Task Manager function

Support a running Icon such as Google music

< Idle while playing Sprint Music > < Idle while playing Music >

Does not support the 
Task Manager function
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57.  Intuitiveness _ Screen Lock  
As there is no guide about the unlocking method, it is not easy to recognize the method

Victory: It only displays that the phone is currently locked but there are no instructions as to the unlocking method

iPhone : Displays instruction to slide the button to unlock

Direction of 
Improvement

Provide a guide for unlocking method 

A guide "Slide to Unlock" is 
presented in the sliding path 

Displays a "Phone locked" 
phrase that only shows that 
the phone is currently 
locked 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

68 pts 

95 pts  
   A 
Class

TRANSLATION 
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58. Intuitiveness _ Screen Lock 

Direction of 
Improvement

Add a lock shaped engraving on the H/W button to enable easy recognition for the users

Difficult to recognize the lock button because there is no lock shaped engraving on the H/W button

Victory: Difficult to recognize which button is the lock button because there is no lock shaped engraving on the H/W button

iPhone : There is no carving on the button but there are two buttons available for unlocking the device

Although there is no 
engravings on the buttons, the 
user can use them easily 
because all unlock operation is 
set-up to be handled by the 2 
H/W buttons 

Difficult to recognize the lock 
button at a glance because 
there is no lock shaped 
engraving on the H/W button

TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

68 pts 

95 pts  
   A 
Class

CONFIDENTIAL 
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59. Intuitiveness _ Dialer  
Difficult to know the method of ending a call having gone to a different screen by pressing the Home key 
during the call

It is difficult to recognize the 
Task Manager located at the 
top of the screen after having 
gone to different screen 
during a call, making it 
difficult to go back to the Call 
mode to end it

The text 'Touch to return to 
call' appears at the top, making 
it possible to return easily to 
the Call mode to end it 

Victory: Difficult to recognize the method of ending call by using the Task manager at the top having gone to a different screen

iPhone : It is possible to end easily as a text appears at the top upon going to a different screen

Direction of 
Improvement

Improve by inserting a text at the top for quick re-entry to the Call mode when having gone to another screen 
during the call, to intuitively recognize the Task Manager to end calls quickly

TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction            Operation  
       Success Rate

   A 
Class

85 pts 

95 pts  

CONFIDENTIAL 
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

80 pts

86 pts
60. Intuitiveness _ SMS

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Unable to immediately recognize that the “New Message” menu is a menu for composing new messages CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Easy to recognize the message items below the “New Message” menu as new messages

iPhone : There is no confusion because a menu with a shape for composing new is placed at the top right side

Not able to recognize that the 
menu called “New Message” 
is a menu for composing new 
messages, and easy to 
misinterpret the messages 
below as new messages

There is no confusion because 
a menu easy to figure out as 
composing new message is 
placed in the upper corner 

Increase intuitiveness by distinguishing clearly the color of the menu called “New Message” from the message 
items and by modifying to a menu with a shape easy to figure out as composing new
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   B 
Class

80 pts

86 pts
61. Intuitiveness _ SMS

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Chaotic because one key is marked with two kinds of special characters CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Intuitiveness declines because two kinds of special characters are marked together on some of the special character keys

iPhone : Able to recognize easily because only one kind of special character is marked on all special character keys

As two kinds of special 
characters are marked 
together on each of the two 
special character keys on 
either side of the space bar, 
lacks intuitive recognition of 
which character each key will 
enter

As only one entry value is 
marked on one key, able to 
easily recognize the value 
entered by a key

Modify to be able to easily recognize intuitively the value to be entered presently by marking one key with only 
one special character
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62. Intuitiveness _ Alarm
Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   C 
Class

84 pts

91 pts

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Difficult to recognize that the Alarm Clock menu icon is an icon representing the Alarm CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Difficult to recognize that the Alarm clock menu icon is an icon representing the Alarm

iPhone : Easy to recognize as the Alarm is represented by an icon in the shape of a clock

Difficult to immediately 
recognize whether it is an 
alarm icon just by looking at 
the alarm icon

Able to suggest the Alarm 
with a clock shaped icon

Modify to easily recognize the Alarm menu icon as the Alarm menu
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63. Intuitiveness _ Alarm
Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   C 
Class

84 pts

91 pts

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Recognizing the deletion method is difficult because a menu to delete alarms does not exist separately CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When deleting alarms, the deletion method is difficult to recognize as the H/W menu key does not have a separate menu 
to delete
iPhone : The method to delete is easy to recognize because deletion is possible by going into Edit Alarm

When deleting a set alarm, 
because the delete menu is not 
included on the H/W menu 
key, it is difficult to recognize 
the deletion method  
(The deletion menu popup 
appears when the 
corresponding time for which 
deletion is desired is pressed 
and held)

As the editing function is 
supported in the Alarm menu, 
it is easy to recognize the 
deletion method

Modify to make the deletion method easy to recognize by supporting an Add Alarm together with a Delete 
Alarm function on the H/W menu key 
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

   C 
Class

78 pts

79 pts
64. Intuitiveness _ Menu Screen

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Difficult to know the total number of background screens on the idle screen and the current page CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: As the display of the total number of background screens and index of the current page location are lacking, it is difficult 
to know
iPhone : Able to know the current page and total number of pages by displaying ●●● at the bottom of the screen

Difficult to know the current 
page's location when on the 
idle screen because it does not 
display the total number of 
background screen to which 
move to the left and right 
screen is possible on the idle 
screen or the location of the 
current page 

Able to know the current 
page and total number of 
pages by displaying a 
location index like ●●● at 
the bottom of the screen

On the idle screen, modify to be able to easily recognize the current page and total number of pages by displaying 
a location index like ●●●
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65. Intuitiveness _ Calendar
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

   D 
Class

85 pts

87 pts

Direction of 
Improvement

Difficult to recognize immediately the method of hiding the keypad when adding an event CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Not knowing how to hide the keypad can give rise to cases where added event itself is accidentally canceled

iPhone : When Cancel is clicked while entering on the keypad, the keypad is hidden and other items become visible

When adding an event, unable 
to immediately recognize how 
to hide the keypad after 
keypad input and clicking on 
the Cancel button on the 
screen results in the mis-
operation of canceling the 
entire addition

Touching the Cancel on a 
screen where the keypad can 
be seen goes to a screen 
where other items can be seen

Modify to be able to recognize easily the method of hiding the keypad by placing the Hide Menu on the 
screen where the keypad is visible
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Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  
       Success Rate

66. Intuitiveness _ Camera
TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

As the Settings menu entry method is not intuitive, the possibility of misrecognition is high CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The arrow display that appears when entering Settings menu appears to be a drag method

iPhone : Does not support a Camera setup function

The arrow icon upon 
Settings menu entry looks 
like a drag method, but in 
fact must be touched lightly 
to run the function

Does not support a 
Camera setup function

Modify by changing the design of the settings menu entry icon or to enter by the drag method
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67. Intuitiveness _ Camera
Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate
TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Difficult to know the function because the Camera menu consists of only icons CONFIDENTIAL

iPhone : Does not support a Camera setup function

Victory: Difficult to know the function at a glance because the Camera's menu consists of only icons

The Camera menu, consisting 
solely of icons, lacks 
intuitiveness, is difficult to 
grasp at a glance what 
functions are represented (in 
the case of the Lismore, 
launches a guide balloon when 
the icon is touched)

Does not support a 
Camera setup function

Modify to be able to recognize the icon's function by providing a help balloon in text
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68. Intuitiveness _ Camera
TRANSLATION Issues Classification Satisfaction           Operation  

       Success Rate

Direction of 
Improvement

The photo taken appears after shooting and the method of going to the shooting mode is difficult 
to recognize

CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Difficult to recognize how it proceeds to the shooting mode after the photo taken appears 

iPhone : Saves immediately after shooting and proceeds automatically to the shooting mode

As the photo appears 
immediately after shooting 
rather than proceeding 
directly to the shooting 
mode, it is difficult to 
recognize the method of 
proceeding directly from this 
screen to the shooting mode

Convenient because a quick 
view is displayed in the lower 
right side, as it is saved 
automatically after a shot is 
taken, and the screen moves 
immediately to the shooting 
mode

Modify to be able to view through quick view as it is automatically saved after a shot is taken and to move 
immediately to the shooting mode rather than having the photo appear
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69. Intuitiveness _ Task manager bar [Sensory Satisfaction Interview Results]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Difficult to recognize how to end music from the idle screen during BGM CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Unable to find a way to end the music on the idle screen due to the inability to recognize the existence of the Task manager

iPhone : Does not support a Task Manager function

Difficult to perceive how to 
use because it does not 
provide any hints about the 
Task Manager on the screen

Does not support a Task 
Manager function

Insert a ▼ symbol in the Task manager to give a hint intuitively or add a help function
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]70. Intuitiveness _ Calendar
TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

The purpose of the bubble window appearing upon Long Touch in the Calendar is ambiguous CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: The purpose of the bubble window appearing at Long Touch in the Calendar is ambiguous

iPhone : Does not support a function to input directly on the Calendar

Although an event can be 
entered in the selected section 
with a Long touch on the date 
on the Calendar, it is difficult 
to grasp this function at a 
glance

Does not support a function to 
input directly in the Calendar 
through Longtap

 - Provide information by adding a guide text in the Bubble window 
 - Recommend for the guide text to be displayed and, when context is entered, disappear
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]71. Intuitiveness _ Folder
TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

As all the icons are identical when setting up the Folder widget, it gives a feeling of surfeit CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: As a the Folder icons are identical, gives a feeling of surfeit

iPhone : Does not support a Folder function

 - Gives a feeling of surfeit 
because the Folder icon is 
simple 
  
 - The distinction between the 
Folders is not clear with the 
small Font of the Folder name

Does not support a Folder 
function

 - Provide a color option similar to the Memo pad 
 - Support a UI that changes like the waste basket icon of the PC Windows when a File is saved
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[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]72. Intuitiveness _ Power control
TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

The symbolism of each of the icons in the Power Control Widget is ambiguous CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Not able to know intuitively the function of each Power control icon

iPhone : Does not support a Power control function

When setting the Power 
Control Widget, need to 
reconfirm which function it is 
as the info text does not 
appear other than Bluetooth, 
WiFi

Does not support a Power 
control function

Display what the function is by Icon with an info text
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73. Readability _ Screen Lock 
Phrase on lock screen (Phone Locked) is difficult to read because the font is small
Victory: Poor readability because the font (size) of the phrase at the bottom part of the lock screen is too small

iPhone : There is no difficulty reading because an adequate font size is used

Direction of 
Improvement Increase the font size to make it easy for the users to read 

There is no difficulty reading  
because an adequate font size 
is used for the phrase "Slide to 
Unlock" on the lock screen 

Although there is a phrase 
"Phone Locked" at the bottom 
of the lock screen, poor 
readability because the font 
size is too small 

TRANSLATION 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Issues Classification Level of 
Satisfaction 

          Operation  
       Success Rate

73 pts 

96 pts  
Class 
A  
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Administrator
Text Box
74. Readability _ Alarm

Administrator
Text Box
Issues

Administrator
Text Box
Classification

Administrator
Text Box
Satisfaction

Administrator
Text Box
          Operation        Success Rate

Administrator
Text Box
   C Class

Administrator
Text Box
84 pts

Administrator
Text Box
89pts

Administrator
Text Box
TRANSLATION

Administrator
Text Box
Direction of Improvement

Ahn Family
Text Box
When displaying the set alarms, the font for am and pm is too small

Ahn Family
Text Box
CONFIDENTIAL

Ahn Family
Text Box
Victory: When displaying the set alarms, it is difficult to read because the font for "am, pm" is too small

Ahn Family
Text Box
iPhone : As the am, pm”[sic] font is appropriate, it does not impede the viewing

Ahn Family
Text Box
As the font of the “am, pm” display in the set alarms is too small, it is difficult to read

Ahn Family
Text Box
As the set alarm's “am, pm” font is appropriate, it does not impede the viewing

Ahn Family
Text Box
Enlarge the font size to make it easy for the users to read



The unlock phrase is 
simple and lucid 

Unlock phrase is in 3 lines and 
looks busy visually 

Victory: The day of the week is abbreviated even though there is plenty space on the Screen Lock screen

The day of the week is abbreviated on the Screen[sic] Lock screen

iPhone: The phrase neat and lucid 

Direction of 
Improvement

Modify the unlock phrase to be simple 
(iPhone : Unlock phrase is 'Slide to Unlock' and simple) 

TRANSLATION 

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation] 

CONFIDENTIAL 

75. Readability _ Screen Lock

Slide to unlock 
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76. Readability _ Music Widget
TRANSLATION

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

The title does not scroll in the Music Widget
Victory: Not able to check the whole song list when a song has a Title and a singer name that are long

CONFIDENTIAL

iPhone : Does not support a Widget function

When a song with a long Title 
or a long singer name is 
played after setting up the 
Music Widget, unable to 
check all of the corresponding 
information because the scroll 
function does not work

Does not support a 
Widget function

Support the Title Scroll functionDirection of 
Improvement
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77. Satisfaction Level _ Lock Screen 

Direction of 
Improvement

Difficult to press the Hold Key when the LCD is off 

Victory: Sunken into the back cover

iPhone : Configured as a silver button at the top of the device

Located at the top of the 
device as a silver button, the 
key input feel is good 

As it is located on the right 
Side and sunken into the back 
cover, the input is 
inconvenient and the 
identification difficult 

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION 

CONFIDENTIAL 

When the screen is locked, provides various information such as the Calendar, Weather, etc.  
(iPhone : Provides information for settings such as signal strength, lock, alarm, etc., at the top of the screen)
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78. Satisfaction Level _ Lock Screen 
The Screen Lock gets unlocked with a slight flick motion at LCD-On 
Victory: The Screen Lock gets unlocked with a slight flick motion

iPhone : It is handled through sliding

As there is no standard as to 
what point Flick is needed to 
unlock, it can unlock with 
only a slight Flick 

Unlocking standard is precise as 
it is handled through sliding, 
and it allows prevention of any 
wrong motion.

Direction of 
Improvement

Same as iPhone, clarify the unlocking standard by sliding 

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation] 

TRANSLATION 

CONFIDENTIAL 
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79. Error Frequency _ Quick Search 

iPhone : Does not support a Quick search function

Does not support a Quick 
search function

Inconvenient because the Quick search malfunctions while the Camera is running

When the Search icon is 
pressed while using the 
Camera, the Quick search 
menu operates and obscures 
the preview screen

Direction of 
Improvement

As a Search Menu is not needed while the Camera is running, implement to prevent its operation

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION 

CONFIDENTIAL 

Victory: Inconvenient because the Quick search malfunctions while the Camera is running
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80. Error Frequency _ Touch key during calls
[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

There is a possibility of Touch key malfunction occurring during calls CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: There is a possibility of accidentally operating the SPK, etc., through Touch during calls

iPhone : Due to quick operation of the sensor, unintended operation does not occur during calls

 - The Touch of the On call 
option, including the SPK key, 
can occur during calls 
  
 - As the SPK mode and the 
Dial pad's DTMF tone can 
induce Audio shock, need a 
preventive measure 
  
 - With a minimal proximity 
sensor error of 0.5s, there is a 
possibility of Touch 
malfunction occurring

As the operation of the sensor 
is accomplished quickly, 
Touch malfunction during 
calls do not occur

Eliminate any occurrence of unintended operation by changing the keys likely to cause problems with the Drag 
method
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81. Satisfaction Level _ Browser [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Multy Touch does not work in the Browser CONFIDENTIAL

Unable to change to the 
desired Font Size, because it 
consists of Double Touch 
within the Browser

Able to change to the desired 
Font Size because Multy 
Touch is possible

Modify to make Multy Touch possible even within the BrowserDirection of 
Improvement

iPhone : Multy Touch implemented

Victory: Double Touch implemented
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82. Satisfaction Level _ Camera [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

When the Camera is shooting, the screen returns to the Preview screen after turning black CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: When the Camera is shooting, it Displays black

iPhone : When the Camera is shooting, the aperture is Displayed and shows the photo taken

When the camera is shooting, 
it is displayed only in black, 
and inconvenient as the taken 
photo cannot be viewed

When the Camera is shooting 
the aperture movement is 
Displayed and Displays the 
photo taken

Direction of 
Improvement
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83. Satisfaction Level _ Menu Screen [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

Location of the Downloaded APP cannot be changed
Victory: When the Downloaded APP is Touched, only able to move to the background screen

iPhone : When the Downloaded APP is Touched, able to move within the menu screen

CONFIDENTIAL

Inconvenient because 
although the Downloaded 
App exists within the menu 
list, it cannot be moved within 
the menu list

The Downloaded APP can be 
moved anywhere within the 
menu list

Add function that makes it possible to move even the Downloaded APP within the menu list
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84. Satisfaction Level _ Battery cover [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Removal of the Battery Cover is difficult CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Removal of the Battery Cover is hard on the finger nails

iPhone : Removal of the Battery Cover is not possible

Removal of the Battery 
Cover is hard on the finger 
nails

Removal of the Battery 
Cover is not possible

Change the mechanism to a slide or a button formDirection of 
Improvement
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85. Satisfaction Level _ Flash function
TRANSLATION

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

Direction of 
Improvement

The back Flash function is only used on the Camera
Victory: As the back Flash is only used when the Camera is running, its utilization declines

iPhone : Does not support a Flash function

CONFIDENTIAL

As the back Flash is only 
used while the Camera is 
shooting, its utilization 
declines

Does not support a Flash 
function

Add a simple flashlight function with method such as the Volume key Long press, etc., from the Phone Lock state
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86. Satisfaction Level _ Setting
TRANSLATION

[S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

There is no WiMax settings menu on the Power Control Widget and the Quick Panel CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Setup is inconvenient because the WiMax Setting Menu does not appear separately

iPhone : Does not support the WiMax function

Inconvenient because the 
WiMax, a key function of 
the Victory, does not have a 
menu for direct setup on the 
idle screen

Does not support the WiMax 
function

Schedule a modification to make setup possible even on the idle screen by adding the WiMax Setting Menu to 
the Power Control and Quick Panel menus

Direction of 
Improvement
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87. Satisfaction Level _ Setting [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

There is no WiMax settings menu on the Power Control Widget and the Quick Panel CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: Setup is inconvenient because the WiMax Setting Menu does not appear separately

iPhone : Does not support the Wimax function

Inconvenient because the 
WiMax, a key function of 
the Victory, does not have a 
menu for direct setup on the 
idle screen

Does not support the 
Wimax function

Schedule a modification to make setup possible even on the idle screen by adding the WiMax Setting Menu to 
the Power Control and Quick Panel menus
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88. Satisfaction Level _ Quick pannel [S/W Verification Group Self Evaluation]

TRANSLATION

Direction of 
Improvement

The Quick pannel's functions are limited CONFIDENTIAL

Victory: As it only supports BT On/Off, to actually use it, need to reenter the Setting menu

iPhone : Does not support a Quick pannel function

- In case of the Bluetooth, 
merely supporting On/Off 
renders the Quick pannel 
meaningless 
  
- To search the Device and use 
practical functions such as 
Search Enable, etc., need to go 
into the Setting menu anyway

Does not support a Quick 
pannel function

Upon running On, a Device search popup like WiFi On should appear or automatically Launched as a Search 
Device menu
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